
Media Release
Creating a focal point & textural warmth to Decoration + Design 2012:  

A walk in the ‘Pop Up Park’ for Entanglements

Custom & stocked:
laser Cut Wall art | Metal screens | sculptural | Planters | letterboxes | lighting | Patio Heating

Decoration + Design 2012 continues to promote clever use of outdoor shared spaces this year. Spaces that encourage a 
sense of community and a place to escape and become immersed within a natural landscape. ‘Pop  Up Park’ was created 
by Wendy (Dirtscape Dreaming), which incorporates various artistic elements designed by Entanglements. This is a place 
designated for visitors to sit and meet as well as provide a focal point for exhibitors and sightseers.  

Wendy has utilised our Entanglements’ Curved Benches and Bare Forest laser cut screens to feature within the installation. 
Both of these designs create a conversation area where people can congregate and converse. The curve Bench as used as 
an entry feature and follows the curved lines of the Park design. The Bare Forest adds height with drama, and creates a focal 
point within the Park setting. This conversation area provides a hugs the space to create a cosy area for banter and a reprieve 
from the busyness of Decoration + Design.

Entanglements believes in renewable resources. Our Curved Benches are made of reclaimed Australian hardwood sourced 
from disused bridges, piers etc. Adding our signature natural rusted finish to the mix results in each product having its own 
unique character with colour variations being part of the intentional design.  Rust combined with hand-selected aged timber 
results in textural warmth & beauty to outdoor landscapes, reinforced with subtle industrial bolt-head detailing and tasteful laser 
cutting. Outdoor designers and architects will love the unique, handcrafted, high design and custom made pieces made from 
traditional Australian materials, that reflect the natural landscape and enhance exterior spaces.

The team of designers at Entanglements would like to thank Decoration + Design 2012, their media partner House & Garden, 
and Dirtscape Dreaming for approaching us to be part of this year’s focal feature.

It is an honour to be able to supply our designs and, we too, support the need to creatively promote the outdoor spaces within 
our creative community.

aBOUT eNTaNGleMeNTs
Entanglements custom-make pieces for personal, trade and wholesale customers, working with landscapers and homeowners 
to produce exquisite sculptural pieces for any space. They specialise in laser cut metal outdoor artworks and are recognised 
for popularising the deliberately sealed ‘rusty’ finish of their pieces. All components are crafted in the Melbourne-based studio 
by a team of in-house designers with colour, design and landscaping backgrounds. Purchasers can choose from the company’s 
existing lines or have pieces custom made to suit. The newly launched online store has easy buy-it-now purchasing.

Entanglements pieces have received public recognition with gold Medals at the 2009 and 2010 Melbourne International Flower 
and Garden Show. Their retail showroom is open to the public and is situated in Ormond, Melbourne.

For more information visit www.entanglements.com.au. Please note high res product & in-situ images for publication including 
newly released designs are available by email request sales@entanglements.com.au or telephone 03 9576 9600
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